Following are general criteria and guidelines for article submittals to *Pavement Preservation Journal*:

- For articles contributed by manufacturers, please focus on a field case history. First describing a user problem, and then how the problem was solved using the product or special technology.

  Emphasize problem-solving, rather than the product itself. Show how the problem was solved by the product's saving time, saving money, or doing something that was not otherwise possible.

- For articles describing a technology, eg. thin-lift SMA or foamed asphalt, first describe the problem or situation in brief, and then relate how the technology applies to the problem. If possible bring in field applications or placements, and end with your conclusions, prognostications, etc.

**Article Lengths:**

500 words + 1 high-res jpg = one page in magazine

1,200 words + 2 high res jpgs = two pages in magazine

1,800 words + 3-4 high-res jpgs = three pages in magazine

Please try not to exceed 1,800 to 2,200 words, unless discussed in advance with editor. High-res images have resolution of 300 dpi at the size they will run in print (4x5 in., 5x7 in., etc.).

Edited and/or published articles and images become the property of FP² Inc. and *Pavement Preservation Journal*. Please contact the editor (below) with any questions you may have and thanks!